ERRATA SHEET FOR MSS SP-86-2009

July 6, 2011

This “normative” errata correction applies to MSS SP-86-2009, involving Guidelines for Metric Data in Standards for Valves, Flanges, Fittings, and Actuators. SP-86 Table 2 “Implied Precision” has units of ‘mm’ that should be ‘inches’.

Note the following correction:

1. Page 7, Table A2 (Considerations in Precision), Heading: Implied Precision. The units of measurement indicated directly below “Implied Precision” should designate “(inches)” instead of the existing “(mm)”.

This Errata Sheet has been inserted into the Standard Practice. For those who obtained the Standard Practice before the publication date indicated above, please include this Errata Sheet with your current Standard Practice.

Future printing of the Standard Practice will include this corrected information.